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PEGASUS’ overseas sales company, PEGASUS EUROPA GmbH (Headquarters: Kaiserslautern, 
Germany President: Kunihiko Murata) of PEGASUS SEWING MACHINE MFG. CO., LTD. 
(Headquarters: Osaka, Japan, President: Moriaki Shimizu) will present a booth at Texprocess 2013.  
This event will be held at the Frankfurt Exhibition Grounds (Messe Frankfurt) for four days, from 
June 10 (Mon.) through June 13 (Thu.) in Frankfurt, Germany. 
 

◇ 

We will display and demonstrate mainly state-of-the-art model, GX series, GW series, such as 
the W3000P series, that have been released and attracted attention in JIAM2012 in last year. 

In addition, PEGASUS will introduce”MC3A” (Elastic feeder with tape cutter / inserter) 
（continuous elastic to tubular goods） which the operability and workability is improved further. 

And the “tension-adjustment type elastic feeder (MU device),” with increased ease of operation 
and workability, which achieves high-quality finished products with a good reputation in a tape 
and/or elastic attaching operation.  Other state-of-the-art models, such as a “Zebra Stitching” 
machine that produces the newest stitches available will also be shown. 
 

PEGASUS will participate in a joint booth together with BROTHER INDUSTRIES, LTD.’ overseas 
sales company, BROTHER INTERNATIONALE INDUSTRIEMASCHINEN GmbH, and 2 automatic 
sewing unit manufacturers based in Europe, in order to develop PEGASUS’ total proposals. 
PEGASUS is expecting that this participation will provide a sufficient showcase of our products to 
users in the fastest growing markets in recent years, Turkey, Russia and North Africa, as well as in 
European countries, with their excellent quality and fashion sense. 
 

 
 

For details regarding Texprocess 2013, please see the attached sheet. 
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<< Outline of Texprocess 2013 >> 
 

* Time: June 10 (Mon.) – 13 (Thu.), 2013 
* Place: Frankfurt Exhibition Grounds (Messe Frankfurt), Hall No. 5.0 
* PEGASUS Booth: B70 
* Outline of exhibits: 10 models 
 

* Booth Image 
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 ● GW6640-01Gx356BS/UT3J (photo attached) 
Dry head type, for versatile 3-needle Cylinder bed, interlock stitch machines 

・ Highly-functional sewing machine that shapes the 
state of the art 

・ Grease lubrication,  maximum machine speed of 
5,500 rpm 

・ State-of-the-art grease lubrication technology has 
been employed for the “needle bar mechanism”  

・ “ Soft/tight seams” can be easily changed to 
“tight/soft seams,” responding to a wide variety of 

sewn products made of extra light to heavy weight 
fabrics. 
 

 

GW6640-01GX356BS/UT3J

 

● GX5214-M03/333-2x4/KS9E (photo attached) 

Dry head type 2-needle Overedger 
・ A dry-head type machine reaches a maximum 

machine speed of 7,000 rpm 
・ State-of-the-art grease lubrication technology has 

been employed for the “needle bar mechanism” and 
“upper looper mechanism.” 

 
 

GX5214-M03/333-2x4/KS9E 
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● W3562P-01Gx356BS/UT3J (photo attached) 
Oil Barrier type, for versatile 3-needle Flatbed, interlock stitch machines 

・ The oil seal attached to various areas prevents oil 
leakage and oil splashes.  

・ This "Oil  Barrier" feature completely blocks even 
one drop of oil leaking from the needle bar and even 
while the machine is stopped at night. 

・ Detachable looper thread take-up has been 
employed. So it is easier to solve unexpected 
trouble. 

・ “ Soft/tight seams” can be easily changed to 

“tight/soft seams,” responding to a wide variety of 
sewn products made of extra light to heavy weight 
fabrics. 

W3562P-01Gx356BS/UT3J 

 
 ● W3662P-01Gx356BS/UT3J (photo attached) 

Oil Barrier type, for versatile 3-needle Cylinder bed, interlock stitch machines 
・ Various subclasses that are suitable for sewing 

tubular goods of knit fabrics. 
・ The oil seal attached to various areas prevents oil 

leakage and oil splashes.  
・ This "Oil  Barrier" feature completely blocks even 

one drop of oil leaking from the needle bar and even 
while the machine is stopped at night. 

・  Detachable looper thread take-up has been 
employed. So it is easier to solve unexpected 
trouble. W3662P-01Gx356BS/UT3J 

・ “ Soft/tight seams” can be easily changed to 

“tight/soft seams,” responding to a wide variety of 
sewn products made of extra light to heavy weight 
fabrics. 
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● W562P-05Bx240/FT0C/MU2B/LC005/Y2047 (photo attached) 
“Oil Barrier” type, 2-needle 3-needle Cylinder bed, interlock stitch machines for 
attaching tape/elastic 

MU2B：Tension-adjustment type elastic feeder 
・ The tension-adjustment type elastic feeder (MU) 

feeds the elastic according to preset data while 
adjusting the tension exerted on the elastic.  Thanks 
to this feature, flat seams are produced and uniform 
crowding is performed, assuring the achievement of 
high quality products. 

 
 
 

● WT562P-01GBx356/UT331/Y2094  Patent pending (photo attached)  

“Oil Barrier” type, 3-needle Flatbed, interlock stitch machines for “Zebra Stitching” 

W562P-05Bx240/FT0C/MU2B/LC005/Y2047 

・ PEGASUS’ unique spreader mechanism produces neatly designed decorative stitches. 
・ 3 kinds of stitch variations can be obtained without changing any parts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
WT562P-01GBx356/UT331/Y2094
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● EX5104-D-52D1/333-4/MC3A (photo attached) 
1-needle, Cylinder bed, overedger for attaching continuous elastic to tubular goods 
with inserter function elastic feeder 
Tension-adjustment type tape feeder with Drop feed mechanism 

・ Continuously attaches elastic to tubular goods, such 
as swimsuits, leotards, panties and similar garments. 

・ Since a drop feed mechanism is employed, the 
bottom feed dogs drop as soon as the presser foot is 
raised.  Therefore, inserting the fabric and the 
elastic is easy. 

・ Sewing data is stored, so all you have to do is call up 
the data you need if the size of the fabric is changed 
(99 types of sewn products can be programmable). 
High quality is achieved on finished products without 
any difficult adjustments. In addition, operational efficiency is increased. 

EX5104-D-52D1/333-4/MC3A 

・ Equipped with a small cylinder bed, the machine can sew small tubular goods. 
 
 

 
* Please note that the exhibits are subject to change without prior notice depending on the 
circumstances. 
 

 

 
For further information, please contact 

Pegasus Sewing Machine Mfg. Co., Ltd. 
General Affairs Department, Administrative Division. 
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